In real life, when telling a person's age from his/her face, we tend to look at his/her whole face first and then focus on certain important regions like eyes. After that we will focus on each particular facial feature individually like the nose or the mouth so that we can decide the age of the person. Similarly, in this paper, we propose a new framework for age estimation, which is based on human face sub-regions. Each sub-network in our framework takes the input of two images each from human facial region. One of them is the global face, and the other is a vital sub-region. Then, we combine the predictions from different sub-regions based on a majority voting method. We call our framework Multi-Region Network Prediction Ensemble (MRNPE) and evaluate our approach using two popular public datasets: MORPH Album II and Cross Age Celebrity Dataset (CACD). Experiments show that our method outperforms the existing state-of-the-art age estimation methods by a significant margin. The Mean Absolute Errors (MAE) of age estimation are dropped from 3.03 to 2.73 years on the MORPH Album II and 4.79 to 4.40 years on the CACD.
Introduction
Age estimation has been a very challenging problem in computer vision areas with its potential applications on access control, precision advertising and video surveillance. However, age estimation is still a very complicated problem for us, because there are so many elements affecting our judgment such as wrinkles, smooth degree and even various genes, thus creating great uncertainties in age estimation. The earliest age recognition work originated in 1994 by Kwon and Lobo [14] , which simply classified ages into ages ranges instead of a single chronological year. After that, regression and classification methods played most significant role in predicting the age from the human face images, such as Support Vector Machines c 2017. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
(SVM), Support Vector Regression (SVR), Partial Least Squares (PLS), and Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA). Among these traditional methods, the most representative work is BIF+CCA (KCCA) [10] . In recent years, deep learning methods have drawn increasingly attention in facial age estimation. For instance, in 2011, Yang et al. [24] proposed a convolutional neural network (CNN) for age estimation. However, they mainly paid attention to face tracking, and just adopted the original CNN without any modification for age estimation. There are three prevalent benchmarks for age estimation, which are FG-NET [15] , MORPH Album II [19] and CACD [2] . Owing to these aging datasets, age estimation techniques are developing faster.
Despite so much effort, telling a person's age from a single image is still a very challenging task, because the facial features reflecting aging are of different types at different age ranges. For instance, facial aging process is conspicuous in the shape of face during childhood, while the feature associated with aging is distinctive in the skin of texture during adulthood. Hence, our method not only focuses on the global region, but also pays attention to the local regions, because local characteristics are also very important for age estimation, such as the corner of eyes, mouths, noses, etc. For example, Yi et al. [25] and Ting et al. [17] used multiple local regions and the whole face as input images, and every region was trained by its own subnet and all subnets were concatenated on the same fully connected layer. However, in fact the effect of aging of every single facial sub-region is different. For example, with aging one obvious observable feature can be wrinkles, other features may not be so distinctive like the nose area which ages fairly slowly. To this end, it might be less effective to directly train all sub-regions together in the same network, which makes it difficult for the neural network to learn the differences among the sub-regions.
Therefore, we propose an age estimation framework to consider the effect of aging on individual local region by constructing different sub-networks, each taking the input of a global region and one sub-region. The results of all the subnets are used together for prediction. In this way, the generalization of learned model can be enhanced. Moreover, each module of the corresponding sub-region can sufficiently learn together with the global information of the whole face so that we can take full advantage of all information from different components. The main contributions of our work are summarized as below: -A novel MRNPE method is proposed for age estimation. It includes some subnetworks in a unified framework, and each sub-network takes full advantage of multiple sub-regions to capture the local and global features from face images.
-The experimental results show that the proposed Multi-Region Network Ensemble Prediction (MRNPE) framework is significantly better than a direct multi-region ensemble prediction method [17, 25] .
-Our MRNPE framework outperforms state-of-the-art age estimation methods by a significant margin on both the MORPH Album II and the CACD datasets.
Related Work
Geometry features and the features of skin wrinkle are often adopted in the methods of age estimation in the early year of age prediction [14] . However, these methods can only tell the range of a person's age from a single facial image. Later on, Horng et al. [12] adopt the sobel edge operator and region labeling to locate eyes, mouths and noses in human facial images so as to improve the accuracy of age estimation. For the single-year age estimation, many novel methods were proposed based on the AAM [4] tool, especially the AGing PattErn Subspace (AGES) [7] method which achieve the mean absolute error (MAE) on the FG-NET dataset to 6.22 years. However, the effect of AAM method is prone to various factors such as illumination and poses. Therefore, more recently, the methods that using local features have been increasingly drawing our attention and becoming the mainstream on age estimation such as Gabor [6] , Local Binary Patterns [8] , and Biologically Inspired Features (BIF) [11] . After extracting the features from the images, regression or classification methods are often adopted for age estimation, such as BIF+SVM [11] , BIF+SVR [11] , and BIF+CCA [10] . Therefore, the majority of traditional methods estimate the age from a face image by two steps: 1) local feature extraction 2) regression or classification.
In the last few years, the CNNs have made huge success on age estimation [18, 20, 21, 25] . A novel approach named Deep Expectation (DEX) model was proposed by Rothe et al. [20] based on the VGG-16 architecture network which is pretrained by an aging dataset named IMDB-WIKI [20] with 500K images, and such deeper CNN model won the 1st place at the ChaLearn LAP challenge 2015. After that, Rothe et al. [21] improved their method, which didn't involve facial landmarks techniques and reduced the MAE to 4.785 years on the CACD dataset in 2016. DEX model was further improved by the champion [1] at the ChaLearn Lap challenge 2016, using a separate model for the images of children. In the same year, Niu et al. [18] proposed an end-to-end deep learning method to solve ordinary regression problems, which achieves the result of 3.27 MAE on the MORPH Album II dataset.
There also exists some research adopting pre-partitioned facial regions to predict age [17, 25] . Yi et al. [25] proposed 46 parallel CNNs with different regions of the face images as inputs, which decreased MAE to 3.63 years on the MORPH Album II dataset. However, it does not consider the relationship between local regions and the global region, and its network structure is pretty complicated. Ting et al. [17] adopted a method similar to that of Yi et al. [25] , but didn't get too much progress because it ignored the differences among sub-regions resulting in increasing the difficulty of training.
In this paper, our work is also inspired by using the pre-partitioned sub-regions as inputs. We consider the overall combination of the global region and local regions, and therefore take full advantage of the sub-regions by separating them and utilize an appropriate ensemble method to predict the age.
The Proposed Method
In this section, we introduce the pipeline of our proposed framework (MRNPE) shown in Fig. 1 , and then describe in detail each stage of MRNPE.
Local Region Aligned and Cropped
Preprocessing to align and crop faces is needed because faces on images are mostly irregularly placed on the images. Through alignment, we can eliminate some irrelevant factors, such as the posture of the faces. As shown in Fig. 1 , in our experiments, we use facial landmarks by ASM [3] to locate the 21 facial points, and then we align face images based on the midpoint between two pupils and the middle point of the upper lip. In addition, rich knowledge of ages can be found in different facial areas such as eyes, noses, mouths and eyebrows as well as from the whole faces. Therefore, in our experiments, we also use facial Figure 1 : MRNPE framework structure landmarks technique to crop the areas of the three most important local components which are the regions of the left eye, the regions of the nose and the regions of the mouth. All the images are resized and cropped into 224 x 224 pixels. Besides, according to Niu et al. [18] , the facial color attribute is helpful for age estimation, so we also keep the color element in our formulations. We discard facial images which cannot be detected by the face detector. Note that among detected faces, there still exists occlusion (e.g, wearing sun glasses) or the viewing angle is not ideal. Although those images present challenges for age estimation, we keep them in our training and testing dataset [17, 21, 23, 25] .
MRNPE Framework Structure
Our framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 , which is comprised of three subnets because three important facial sub-regions are used in our experiments. In other words, the left eye, the nose and the mouth are utilized in our experiments. Each subnet takes a pair of facial region inputs which are a global face image and a sub-region image. All the images are in RGB with the size 224x224 pixels. Every input of the sub-region is a unique region and there are three age predictions from three subnets respectively, and subsequently each subnet adopts the softmax loss function which is defined as:
where θ is the parameter matrix of the softmax function; x (i) indicates the features of the i-th sample, and x (i) ∈ R d and y (i) is the age label of the i-th sample. n is the number of samples and u is the maximum label of age. Besides, 1 {•} is an indicator function, which means 1{a true statement} = 1. For Mean Absolute Error (MAE), the widely adopted approach to evaluate MAE is the function of the metric Expected Value (EV) [20] . The predicted age P k in Eq. 2 from each subnet's softmax is equal to 100 ∑ i=0 p i c i , where p i is the predicting probability of the corresponding age c i , and the subindex i ranges from 0 to 100 because our softmax is a hundred-andone-dimensional vector [17, 21, 23, 25] . Finally, we combine the three predictions from three subnets using Eq. 2
where α k is the weight for each subnet k and m is defined as the number of the sub-regions and we just use three important regions in our following experiments, so the m is equal to 3. Afterward we combine three subnets' predictions and get a final prediction P. In this paper, we do not comprehensively investigate the different ensemble methods in our framework like Adaboost, because we pay more attention to the framework itself and we briefly discuss different ensemble methods in Section 5.1. Therefore, in our following experiments, we adopt three weak learners and combine them through averaging to create a strong learner that can make accurate predictions. We only utilize three regions in our experiments, so all the weights are equal to 1/3.
The Detailed Architecture of the Sub-network in MRNPE
Our framework adopts two types of network structures and the detailed architecture is shown in Fig. 2 . One of them is based on AlexNet [13] network architecture and the other is a deeper network based on VGG-16 [22] network structure. Actually, from the results in Section 4.3, both network structures work well on age estimation. The input of each subnet is a pair of images including a global face and a sub-region, and two inputs go through their own sub-subnet. Each sub-subnet is a variant of either Alexnet or VGG net.
For AlexNet architecture, we used 5 convolutional layers and 3 max pooling layers with the pipeline structure "Conv+Pooling+Conv+Pooling+Conv+Conv+Conv+Pooling", and the sub-subnets are concatenated in a fully connected layer. Then, the output from the FC layer will go through a softmax layer and get a prediction of the subnet. Our MRNPE framework with AlexNet architecture do not use any pre-trained models.
For VGG-16 architecture, it is a very deep structure with smaller kernel size (3x3). Similarly, we adopted 13 convolutional layers and 5 max pooling layers with the structure "Conv+Conv+Pooling+Conv+Conv+Pooling+Conv+Conv+Conv+Pooling+Conv+Conv+Co nv+Pooling+Conv+Conv+Conv+Pooling", and the outputs from the two sub-subnets are combined together and go through the fully connected layers before reaching the softmax loss layer. Besides, we utilized ImageNet [5] dataset to pretrain our MRNPE(VGG-16) network structure, and finetune our pre-trained network with MORPH Album II and CACD respectively in the following experiments.
Prediction Strategy
In our experiments, during the prediction, every global face image and every sub-regions image are tested with their mirror patches following the previous work [17, 25] . In other words, we double the testing images by creating their mirrors. About mirroring the images, our method is slightly different from the method used by Yi et al. [25] and Ting et al. [17] . They mirrored all images except the left eyes, because they used the region of right eyes to replace the mirrored images of the left eyes. However, we find that the operation is not useful, so in our experiments, we construct mirrored images for the left eyes. We combine two results from mirrored and original images to arrive at the final decision by using ensemble.
Experiments

Datasets and Setup
In our experiments, our framework is based on the MORPH Album II [19] and the CACD [2] datasets which are two popular datasets for human facial age estimation.
MORPH Album II contains approximately 55,000 facial images and their ranges of the ages are from 16 to 77 years, and however some pictures have negative influence on predictions because of the uneven illumination. CACD is the biggest public cross-age dataset, and it is collected from the famous Internet Movie DataBase (IMDB). Besides, CACD includes more than 160K images of 2000 celebrities. However, compared with MORPH Album II, in some pictures, the face is partially occluded or the viewing angle, which is challenging for age estimation. .
For the MORPH Album II, to follow the previous approach [9, 17, 23, 25] with the same test protocols 1 provided by Yi et al. [25] , the dataset is randomly partitioned into three non-overlapping subsets S1, S2 and S3. Therefore, there are two different combinations of training set and testing set: 1) Training set is S1, and testing sets are S2+S3; 2) Training set is S2, and testing sets are S1+ S3. For CACD dataset, the images of 200 celebrities were filtered to remove noises in the work of [16, 23] . We follow exactly the same protocol, and include these 200 celebrities for testing and others for training in our experiments.
Following the section 3.1, we crop the regions from the human faces detected, and images with no face detected are removed from the dataset. After such processing, MORPH Album II includes 55244 images, while CACD contains 162941 images [23] . The size of MORPH Album II dataset may not be sufficient for training a deep net, and therefore we augment the set of training images by flipping, rotating each with ±8 o and ±4 o , and adding Gaussian white noises with variances of 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.015 and 0.02.
Sub-Region Comparison
To illustrate the advantage of our method, we compare ours to the network structure of the method [17] named Multi-Region Convolution Neural Network (MRCNN). Each region in MRCNN is processed by a separated single CNN and the outputs from these subnets are concatenated on the same fully connected layer. And the Euclidean loss layer in MRCNN is replaced with Softmax loss layer in our following experiments. Therefore, in our experiments, the subnet structure of MRCNN is as same as our sub-subnet in Fig. 2 of our MRNPE framework. We can see the results from Table 1 . The result of first row is based on the M-RCNN, pretty close to the Face+Mouth result which is one of the subnet in our MRNPE framework. However, the result is worse than that of Face+Nose. Furthermore, our MRNPE (AlexNet) method reduces the MAE to 2.86. It shows that if we train all the regions together, it is inevitable that each sub-region affects other's judgment so that we can not take full advantage of all regions. Thus, we separate the sub-regions and combine them with an appropriate ensemble method in our MRNPE framework.
Comparison with State-of-the-art Algorithms
In order to show the effectiveness of our method, we compare our method with other stateof-the-art algorithms, as summarized in Table 2 and Table 3 based on the MORPH Album II and the CACD, respectively. To further demonstrate our results, we also adopt Cumulate Score (CS) [11] to evaluate our performance, and the results are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 .
Results on MORPH Album II We can see from the Table 2 and Fig. 3 , for the MORPH Album II, our MRNPE (AlexNet) framework gets great results which are superior to other state-of-the-art methods without any pretrained model under MAE with EV, in all com- bination of testing protocol. Compared with our MRNPE (AlexNet) method, the MAE of Pretrained Model Soft softmax method is decreased from 3.03 to 2.86. Besides, our MRNPE (VGG16) gets the most impressive result, which reduces the MAE to 2.73 on the MORPH Album II dataset. For the Cumulate Score, our methods also beat other the state-of-art methods with a considerable margin from CS1 to CS20.
Results on CACD For the CACD dataset, note the images in CACD are taken in the unconstrained environment, making age prediction more challenging. The result of our method in CACD can be seen from the Table 3 and Fig. 4 . MRNPE (AlexNet) is better than the majority of the state-of-art methods, comparable to the DEX (VGG16) [21] method. DEX (VGG16) method adopt a very deep network structure, while our method(AlexNet) adopt a shallower network structure. Thus, it can be argued that our MRNPE (AlexNet) still works well on the CACD dataset. It is worth noting that our method with the VGG-16 structure surpass the result of DEX (VGG16) and it also outperforms all of the existing state-of-theart age estimation methods by a significant margin. The MAE of age estimation is dropped from 4.79 to 4.40 years on CACD. Moreover, the Cumulate Score in CACD, our MRNPE (VGG-16) framework beats DEX (VGG16) in all years. These results also demonstrate that our method is suitable for the VGG16 structure on age estimation.
Discussion
Brief Comparison of the Ensemble Combination
Except the ensemble method with averaging for the final prediction, we try to adopt a simple ensemble method so as to briefly investigate the influence of the weights of different subnets. We assign 1/2, 1/3 and 1/6 to three subnets of their weight's parameter respectively according to the subnets' rank of the performance in Table 1 . We further assign higher weights to the low performing sub-networks in order to investigate whether a slight change of the weights can have a huge influence on the final accuracy. We also evaluate the performance of our combination weights as setting the values of the weights of eye, nose, and mouth to 1 0 0, 0 1 0 and 0 0 1 respectively. Those cases correspond to the results in Table 1 . The results are shown in the Table 4 and it shows that results are relatively stable w.r.t weights in a reasonable range (around 1/3), which indicates that our combination strategies are not sensitive to the combination parameters, but with one set of the best parameters being 1/3, 1/3 and 1/3 (averaging). 
Improvement Using Mirroring Prediction and Data Augmentation on MORPH Album II
We investigate the performances of using mirroring prediction or data augmentation strategies on the MORPH Album II dataset with training set S1 and testing set S2+S3, and the results are shown in the Table 5 . From the table we can see that in our experiments, data augmentation improves the performance a lot and the MAE is dropped from 3.18 to 3.02. In contrast, using mirroring prediction strategy gets small but noticeable improvement, which slightly decreases the MAE from 3.18 to 3.13. Besides, it also shows that without these strategies our framework still can work well on age estimation.
Conclusion and Future Work
We propose a novel age estimation framework based on CNN in this paper, called MRNPE. We use different important regions from the human face, and take full advantage of these features by combining them from separated networks. We utilize a proper ensemble method to combine these predictions of subnets. Moreover, our method can outperform the existing state-of-the-art age estimation methods by a significant margin on the MORPH Album II and the CACD datasets. Our method improves the results on the MORPH Album II dataset from 3.03 to 2.73, while the corresponding MAE on CACD dataset is dropped from 4.79 and 4.40 respectively. Future work could include 1) investigating the number of regions we used, such as the corner of eyes, eyebrows and so on; 2) other ensemble methods like Adaboost so as to find out the best weights for different subnets; and 3) pre-training our networks using a large dataset of age estimation. It will be also interesting to develop variants of our framework for other computer vision tasks such as person re-identification.
